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Abstract

Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) is introduced as a multivariate extension of weighted averaging
ordination, which is a simple method for arranging species along environmental variables. CCA constructs
those linear combinations of environmental variables, along which the distributions of the species are maximally separated. The eigenvalues produced by CCA measure this separation.
As its name suggests, CCA is also a correspondence analysis technique, but one in which the ordination
axes are constrained to be linear combinations of environmental variables. The ordination diagram generated
by CCA visualizes not only a pattern of community variation (as in standard ordination) but also the main
features of the distributions of species along the environmental variables. Applications demonstrate that
CCA can be used both for detecting species-environment relations, and for investigating specific questions
about the response of species to environmental variables. Questions in community ecology that have typically
been studied by 'indirect' gradient analysis (i.e. ordination followed by external interpretation of the axes)
can now be answered more directly by CCA.

Introduction

Direct gradient analysis relates species presence
or abundance to environmental variables on the basis of species and environment data from the same
set of sample plots (Gauch, 1982). The simplest
methods of direct gradient analysis involve plotting
each species' abundance values against values of an
environmental variable, or drawing isopleths for
each species in a space of two environmental variables (Whittaker, 1967). With these simple methods
one can easily visualize the relation between many
• Nomenclature follows Heukels-Van der Meijden (1983). Flora
van Nederland, 20th ed.
•• I would like to thank the authors of the example data sets for
permission to use their data, Drs M. 0. Hill and H. G. Gauch
for permission to use the code of the program DECORANA,
and Drs I. C. Prentice, L. C. A. Corsten, P. F. M. Verdonschot,
P. W. Goedhart and P. F. G. Vereijken for comments on the
manuscript.

species and one or two environmental variables.
Plant species experience the conditions provided
by many environmental variables; therefore one
might wish to analyse their joint effects. Multiple
regression can be used for that purpose. However,
despite some successful applications, e.g., Yarranton (1970), Austin (1971) and Forsythe & Loucks
(1972), ordinary multiple regression has never become popular in vegetation science. Reasons for
this include: (1) Each species requires separate analysis, so regression analysis may require an unreasonable amount of effort. (2) Vegetation data
are often qualitative, or when they are quantitative
the data contain many zero values for the plots at
which a species is absent. In neither case do the
data satisfy the assumption of a normal error distribution that is implicit in ordinary multiple
regression. (3) Relationships between species and
environmental variables are generally non-linear.
Species abundance is often a single-peaked (bell-
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shaped) function of the environmental variables.
(4) Environmental variables are often highly correlated, and so it can be impossible to separate their
independent effects. Generalized Linear Modelling
(Austin et al., 1984; Ter Braak & Looman, 1986)
provides a solution for (2) and (3), but (1) and (4)
remain. Whenever the number of influential environmental variables is greater than two or three,
it becomes difficult to put results for several species
together so as to obtain an overall graphical summary of species-environment relationships.
A simple method is therefore needed to analyze
and visualize the relationships between many species and many environmental variables. Canonical
correspondence analysis (CCA) is designed to fulfil
this need. CCA is an eigenvector ordination technique that also produces a multivariate direct gradient analysis (Ter Braak, 1986). CCA aims to
visualize (I) a pattern of community variation, as in
standard ordination, and also (2) the main features
of species' distributions along the environmental
variables.
Ter Braak (1986) derived CCA as a heuristic approximation to the statistically more rigorous (but
computationally fraught) technique of Gaussian
canonical ordination, and also showed CCA's relation to correspondence analysis (CA), alias reciprocal averaging (Hill, 1973). In this paper a simple, alternative derivatibn of CCA is given starting from
the method of "'fighted averaging (WA).
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Fig. I. Artificial example of single peaked response curves of
four species (A- D) with respect to standardized environmental
variables showing different degrees of separation of the species
curves: (a) moisture; (b) a linear combination of moisture and
phosphate, chosen apriori; (c) the best linear combination of environmental variables, chosen by CCA. Sites are shown by dots
at y = I if species Dis present and at y = 0 if species Dis absent.

Theo'ry

From weighted averaging to canonical correspondence analysis
Figure Ia shows an artificial example of singlepeaked response curves for four species along an
environmental variable (e.g. moisture). Species A
occurs in drier conditions than species D. Fig. Ia
shows presence-absence data for species D: the species is present at four of the sites.
How well does moisture explain the species'
data? The fit could be formally measured by the
deviance between the data and the curves, as in
logistic regression (Ter Braak & Looman, 1986), but
this idea will not be pursued here. Instead, a simple
alternative based on the method of weighted averaging (WA) is used.

For each species a score can be calculated by taking the weighted average of the moisture values of
the plots. For abundance data, this score is calculated as
n
Uk =

where

I: YikX/Y +k

(1)

i =I

uk

is the weighted average of the k-th (out of

m) species, Xi is the (moisture) value of the i-th (out
of n) site andYik is the abundance of species kat site
i, andy +k is the total abundance of species k. For

presence-absence data the weighted average is simply the average of the moisture values of the plots in
which the species is present. The weighted average
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gives a first indication of where the species occurs
along the moisture gradient (see the arrows in
Fig. 1a). As a measure of how well moisture explains
the species data, the dispersion of the weighted averages is used (see below). If the dispersion is large,
moisture neatly separates the species curves, and
moisture explains the species data well. If the dis persion is small, then moisture explains less.
To compare the explanatory power of different
environmental variables, each environmental variable must first be standardized to mean 0 and variance 1. For technical reasons, weighted means and
variances are used; each environmental variable is
standardized such that
n

n

I: Yi+Xi = 0 and

I: Yi+x'f!y+ +

i =I

(2)

i =I

where Yi+ is the total abundance at site i andy++
the overall total. The dispersion can now be written
as
(3)

By calculating the dispersion for each environmental variable one can select the 'best' variable.
Now suppose that moisture is the 'best' single
variable in the artificial example. However, someone
might suggest a better variable, that is a combination of two others (see, e.g., Loucks, 1962). In the artificial example a combination of moisture and
phosphate, namely (3 x moi~ture + 2 x phosphate), is shown to give a l¥ger dispersion than
moisture alone (Fig. 1b); and consequently the
curves in Fig. 1b are narrower, !and the presences of
species D are closer together, than in Fig. 1a. So it
can be worthwhile to consider not only the environmental variables separately but also all possible linear combinations of them, i.e. all 'weighted sums' of
the form
(4)

where Zij is the value of the j-th (out of p) environmental variable at site i, and bj is the weight (not
necessarily positive) belonging to that variable; xi is
the value of a compound environmental variable at
site i. (It is assumed in equation (4) that each en-

vironmental variable is centered to a weighted mean
of 0. Although not essential, it will also be convenient to standardize the environmental variables
according to equation (2) so as to make the weights
(bj) comparable.)
CCA turns out to be the technique that selects
the linear combination of environmental variables
that maximizes the dispersion of the species scores.
In other words, CCA chooses the optimal weights
(bj) for the environmental variables. In the Appendix it is shown that these optimal weights are the
solution of the same eigenvalue equation as the one
derived by another rationale in Ter Braak (1986),
and that the first eigenvalue of CCA is actually
equal to the (maximized) dispersion of species
scores along the first CCA axis.
The second and further CCA axes also select linear combinations of environmental variables that
maximize the dispersion of the species scores, but
subject to the constraint of being uncorrelated with
previous CCA axes. In principle, as many axes can
be extracted as there are environmental variables.
From correspondence analysis to canonical correspondence analysis
CA also maximizes the dispersion oin equation
(3). But it does so irrespective of any environmental
variable; that is, CA assigns scores (xJ to sites such
that the dispersion is absolutely maximum, the
scores being standardized as in equation (2)
(Nishisato, 1980). CCA is therefore 'restricted correspondence analysis' in the sense that the site
scores are restricted to be linear combinations of
supplied environmental variables.
A familiar algorithm to carry out CA is the reciprocal averaging algorithm (Hill, 1973). In Ter Braak (1986) this algorithm is
extended with an additional multiple regression step so as to obtain the CCA solution. In each iteration cycle the trial site scores
are regressed on the environmental variables (using Y;+ /y + + as
site weights) and the new trial scores are the fitted values of this
regression. The FORTRAN program CANOCO (Ter Braak,
1985b) to carry out CCA is in fact just an extension of Hill's
(1979) program DECORANA:'
CCA is restricted correspondence analysis, but the restrictions
become less strict, the more environmental variables are included
in the analysis. If p<3!n-1, then there are actually no
restrictions any more; CCA is then simply CA. The arch effect
may therefore crop up in CCA as it does in CA (Gauch, 1982).
The method of detrending (Hill & Gauch, 1980) can be used to
remove the arch and is available in the computer program
*The program is available from the author at cost price.
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Fig. 2. Dune meadow data: CCA ordination diagram with releves (x), plant species ( •) and environmental v'ariables (arrow); first axis
horizontally, second axis vertically. For releve numbers see Thble I. Abbreviations are given as underlining in full names in Table I. The
c-scale applies to the environmental arrows, the u-scale to species and sites points. Eight infrequent species are not shown because they
lie outside the range of this diagram.

CANOCO (Ter Braak, 1985b). But in CCA the arch can be removed more elegantly by dropping superfluous environmental
variables. Variables that are highly correlated with the 'arched'
axis (often the second axis) are most likely to be superfluous.

CA is very susceptible to species-poor sites containing rare species in that it places such aberrant
sites (and the rare species occurring there) at extreme ends of the first ordination axes (Gauch,
1982), relegating the major vegetation trends in the
data to later axes. CCA does not show this 'fault' of
CA, provided the sites that are aberrant in species
composition are not so aberrant in terms of the environmental variables.
Ordination diagram

The ordination diagram of CCA displays sites,

species and environmental variables (Fig. 2). The
site and species points have the same interpretation
as in CA. They display variation in species composition over the sites. The environmental variables
are represented by arrows (Fig. 2). Loosely speaking, the arrow for an environmental variable points
in the direction of maximum change of that environmental variable across the diagram, and its
length is proportional to the rate of change in this
direction. Environmental variables with long arrows are more strongly correlated with the ordination axes than those with short arrows, and so more
closely related to the pattern of community variation shown in the ordination diagram.
Further insight into the ordination diagram of CCA can be
obtained from yet another characterization of CCA. From equations (A.5) en (A.6) of the Appendix it follows that CCA is a
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Fig. 3. Inferred ranking of the species along the variable quantity of manuring based on the biplot interpretation of Fig. 2. For explana-

tion see the Ordination diagram section.

weighted principal components analysis applied to a matrix of
species by environmental variables, the (k, J)-th element of
which is the weighted average of species k with respect to environmental variablej (it is here assumed that each environmental variable is reduced to zero mean). CCA is a weighted analysis
in the sense that species are given weights proportional to their
total abundance (y +k) and the environmental variables are
weighted inversely with their covariance matrix. The intuitive
advantage of the implicit species weights is that a weighted average for a species is imprecise when its total is low (Ter Braak &
Looman, 1986) and is thus not worth much attention. Environmental variables are given equal weight irrespective of their variance or unit of measurement. (This type of weighting is also implicit in discriminant analysis (see Campbell & Atchley, 1981)
and makes the analysis invariant to nonsingular linear transformations of the environmental variables). This characterization
of CCA shows that the joint plot of species and environmental
variables in the CCA ordination diagram can be interpreted
similarly to a principal components biplot (Gabriel, 1971; Ter

Braak, 1983), allowing inference of the approximate values of
the weighted averages of each of the species with respect to each
of the environmental variables,

The most convenient rule for quantitative interpretation of the CCA biplot (Ter Braak, 1986) is
therefore as follows: each arrow representing an environmental variable determines a direction or 'axis'
in the diagram; the species points can be projected
on to this axis (see Fig. 3). The order of the projection points corresponds approximately to the ranking of the weighted averages of the species with respect to that environmental variable. The weighted
average indicates the position of a species' distribution along an environmental variable (Fig. 1), and
thus the projection point of a species also indicates
this position, although approximately.
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Table 1. Dune meadow data: data table with species (rows) and
releves (columns of one digit width) arranged in order of their
scores on the first axis of CCA. Releve numbers are printed vertically. The abundance values, as used in the analysis, are on a
1-9 scale to replace the Braun-Blanquet symbols r, +, 1, 2m,
2a, 2b, 3, 4, 5. Thickness of the A1 horizon is divided into ten
equal-sized classes (denoted 0- 9). The values 1, 2 and 3 for
agricultural use refer to hayfield, haypasture and pasture,
respectively. For further explanation of the environmental variables see text.

releves
11 11112
1 111
51670217834923894560
Trifolium pratense
Achillea minefolium
Bromus hordeaceus
Plantago lanceolata
Rumex acetosa
Benis perennis
Elymus repens
Lolium perenne
Vicia lathyroides
Poa pratensis
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Cirsium arvense
Poa trivialis
Trifolium repens
Leontodon autumnalis
Brachythecium rutabulum
]uncus bujonius
Sagina procumbens
Alopecurus geniculatus
Hypochaeris radicata
A ira praecox
Salix repens
Agrostis stolonifera
Juncus articulatus
Chenopodium album
Empetrum nigrum
Ranunculus jlarnmula
Eleocharis palustris
Caniergonella cuspidata
Potentilla palustris

2-52---------------212243-2-----------2--244----3--------5-553-323----------5-63-------22------2---23--222--------44---4---446 ------2766657-2652--4--------1-2-1----------243444413544-24----4-324--4-------4----

thickness A 1
moisture
quantity of manuring
agricultural use
Standard Farming
Bio-dynamic Farming
Hobby Farming
Nature Management

40100001211133117930
11112112122445555555
24231210044123311131
12231231122122313231
01000000011011000010
00001110000000000000
10110000000100100000
00000001100000011101

----------2--------624547---655494---22-52653-2213322261-3-3335525222223622-2
2-622-4-62224-23-444
---2-------443-----------2---524223--------2---723855---4------22-------5----------2-------3-----------2------3---5
---------483454-4475
-----------4--4--334

-------------1--------------------2----------------22-2224
--------------4-4584
----------------4-33

----------------22--

The ordination diagrams of CCA and CA also
share some of the shortcomings of WA (Ter Braak
& Looman, 1986). The most important practical
shortcoming is that species that are unrelated to the

ordination axes tend to be placed in the center of
the ordination diagram and are not distinguished
from species that have true optima there. This
problem can easily be circumvented by looking at
a species-by-site data table in which species and
sites are arranged in order of their scores on one of
the ordination axes (cf. Table 1).
The CCA ordination diagram is not in any way
hampered by high correlations between species, or
between environmental variables.

Applications

Exploratory use of the ordination diagram
Batterink and Wijffels (report) studied the possible relation between vegetation and management of
dune meadows on the island Terschelling (The
Netherlands).
A subset of their data is analysed here to illustrate the ordination diagram of CCA. This subset consists of 20 standard plots
recorded in 1982, and 30 plant species (Table 1).
Five environmental variables were recorded: (I) thickness of
the A1 horizon, measured in millimeters; (2) moisture content of
the soil, scored on a five-point scale in a semi-objective manner;
(3) quantity of manuring, scored on a five-point scale on the basis of a questionnaire sent to the owners of the meadows; (4)
agricultural use, a nominal variable with three classes - hayfield, haypasture and pasture; and (5) type of management, a
nominal variable with four classes - standard farming, biodynamic farming, hobby farming and nature management.
CCA cannot directly cope with ordinal variables, like moisture and manuring here. Ordinal variables must either be treated
as if they were quantitative, or as nominal variables. Here they
were treated as quantitative. Nominal variables, like type of
management, must be transformed to dummy variables as
shown in Table l. For instance, the dummy variable 'nature
management' indicates which meadows received that type of
management. Agricultural use was however treated as a quantitative variable (Table 1), because haypasture was considered as
an intermediate between hayfield and pasture.
Two values were missing in the environment data. CCA cannot cope with missing values, so releves with missing values in
the environment data must be deleted. To avoid deletion, missing values were replaced here by the mean of the corresponding
variable over the remaining plots.

Despite the crude measurement of the environmental variables, they nicely explain the major variation in the vegetation. The first two eigenvalues of
CCA 0, 1 = 0.46 and }..2 = 0.29) were not much
reduced in comparison with those of standard CA
(0.54 and 0.40), and the two-dimensional configurations of species and sites in the ordination diagrams
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looked similar. The most conspicuous difference
was that releves 17 and 19 were outliers in CA and
not so much in CCA (Fig. 2).
The configurations of species and sites in CCA
(Fig. 2) must be interpreted as in CA (Ter Braak,
1985a). For instance, from Fig. 2 Sagina procumbens can be expected to have its maximum abundance in the releves close to its point in Fig. 2 (releves 8, 12 and 13) and to be absent in releves far
from that point.
Figure 2 accounts for 65% of the variance in the
weighted averages of the species with respect to
each of the environmental variables. This percentage is calculated as in principal components analysis by taking 100 x (/\ 1 + /\ 2)/(/\ 1 + ... + Ap)· It
can be deduced from Fig. 2, for example, that Cirsium arvense, Alopecurus geniculatus and Elymus
repens mainly occur in the highly manured
meadows, Agrostis stolonifera and Trifolium
repens in intermediately manured meadows, and
Ranunculus flammula and Anthoxanthum odoratum in little manured meadows (see Fig. 3). The
other arrows can be interpreted similarly. From
Fig. 2 it can thus be seen at once which species occur mainly under wetter conditions (those on the
right hand side of the diagram) and which ones prefer drier conditions (those on the left hand side of
the diagram).

Multi-species trend surface analysis
CCA can be used to detect spatial gradients in
vegetation data. A spatial gradient can be specified
by a linear combination of two orthogonal coordinates, say, the x-coordinate (z 1) and y-coordinate
(z 2) of the releves, i.e. by b 1z 1 + b 2z2 • The strongest spatial gradient in vegetation data might be defined as that combination of z1 and z2 that maximally separates the spatial distributions of the
species, and can thus be estimated by taking the xand y-coordinates as environmental variables in a
CCA. Put another way, CCA searches for the direction of the strongest vegetation zonation (cf.
Fig. 1).
Such an analysis was applied to counts of 13 arable weeds in
summer barley in May 1983 in 96 plots (0.5 x0.5 m) in the experimental field 'Doeksen' (50 m x 100 m) (B. Post, unpubl).
The first CCA axis was defined by b 1 = 0.0261 and b 2 =
0.0117, so that the gradient was estimated to make tan -t (b 1 b )
0
• h
h
.
.
2
l
= 24 Wit t e x-coordmate axts. Further, the first eigenvalue
was six times the second eigenvalue, which indicated that the

gradient was a clear one. But, judged on the basis of the value
of the first eigenvalue (:>- 1 = 0.09), the amount of species turnover was quite small (cf. Gauch & Stone, 1979).

To verify the supposition that the gradient was
related to moisture, percentage moisture was measured in the top soil (0- 3 em) in March 1985 (B.
Post, unpubl). The strongest gradient in these moisture values had an angle of 34 o with the xcoordinate axis and thus pointed approximately in
the same direction as the gradient estimated by
CCA from the 1983 weed data.

Vegetation succession
An example of application in a succession study
on a rising sea-shore is found elsewhere in this volume (Cramer & Hytteborn, 1987). One of their
questions was whether the vegetation succession
tracks the land uplift (ca. 0.5 em per year) or
whether it lags behind.
This question was approached with detrended
CCA with elevation and year as the 'environmental
variables', through fitting the compound gradient
x = b 1 x elevation + b 2 x year. The resulting
weights were b 1 = 0.054 and b 2 = 0.041. Consequently, the equivalent change in vegetation per year
is b 2/b 1 = 0.76 em.
An approximate 950/o-confidence interval for the change
ranges from 0.4 em to 1.1 em and clearly includes the known
land rise of ca 0.5 em per year. The confidence interval was obtained from the standard errors of b 1 and b2 in the final regression within the reciprocal averaging algorithm of CCA by using
Fieller's theorem (see Finney, 1964, p. 27- 29). The interval is
presumably a little too short as it ignores that the CCA-axis is
chosen optimally.

Discussion

CCA considerably extends the analytical power
of ecological ordination. Questions like those tackled in the applications section above could formerly
only be investigated by 'indirect gradient analysis',
i.e. first extracting the ordination axes from the species data and subsequently interpreting the major
axes in relation to environmental data - e.g. by
regression analysis (Dargie, 1984), trend surface
analysis (Gittins, 1968) or canonical correlation
analysis (Carleton, 1984). Such two-step analyses
ignore the minor axes of variation in community
composition; yet 'minor' aspects of the variation
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may still be substantial, especially in large data sets,
and in some problems may be just the variation
that one is actually interested in because of its relationship to particular external variables (see Jolliffe, 1982).
CCA works because species tend to have singlepeaked response functions to environmental variables. When the response functions are simpler (e.g.
approximately linear), the results can still be expected to be adequate in a qualitative sense, but it
might then be advantageous to utilize instead the
linear counterpart of CCA - redundancy analysis
(lsraels, 1984). The weed data are a case in point.
Because the number of species is quite small in that
example, and the number of absences is small as
well, these data could also be analysed from the beginning by canonical correlation analysis (Gittins,
1985). But canonical correlation analysis and
redundancy analysis fail, when species do show
single-peaked response functions (Gauch & Wentworth, 1976), i.e. in the case where CCA works
best.

(A.4)
with o = A (see, for instance, Mardia et a/., 1979, theorem
A.9.2). Eq. (A.4) is the centered version of Eq. (A5) inTer Braak
(1986). The latter equation has a trivial solution (A = 1, x = ln)
and its nontrivial solutions satisfy Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (2). Therefore, maximizing oleads to the first axis of CCA as defined in
Ter Braak (1986). Further, maximizing osubject to the constraint
that the second axis is uncorrelated with the first axis (using
weights Y;+, as in Eq. (2)) leads to the second eigenvector of
(A.4), which is therefore identical to the second axis of CCA as
defined in Ter Braak (1986), and so on for subsequent axes.
Let W be a m x p matrix containing the weighted averages of
the species with respect to the environmental variables, i.e.
(A.5)
The weighted principal components analysis of W described in
the main text follows from the singular value decomposition

where P and Q are orthonormal m x p and p x p matrices and
A = diag (A 1, ... , Ap) with A1 2: A2 2: . . . 2: AP. For convenience
of notation it is assumed here that p ~ m. This singular value
decomposition is just another way to solve (A.4) (see Mardia et
a/., 1979, chapter 10). The coordinates of species kin the ordina-

Appendix

tion diagram are given by the k-th row of the matrix

Maximizing o in Eq. (3) leads to CCA (Ter Braak, 1986) and
CCA is a weighted principal components analysis applied to a
matrix of weighted averages.
Let Y = [Y;k] and Z = (z;) ben x m and n x p matrices containing the species data and environmental data, respectively, and
let R = diag(y 1+, y 2+, ... , y n+ ). Each environmental variable is
centered to a weighted mean of 0, i.e. Z 'Rl 0 = 0, where 10 is an
n-vector containing l's. Further, let 8u = diag(y+I• Y+ 2 , ... ,
Y+m), 8 12 = Y'Z, 8 21 = Z'Y, 8 22 = Z'RZ and let u and b be
vectors of order m andp, containing the species scores uk and the
weights b1, respectively.
By inserting Eq. (4) in Eq. (1) we obtain
(A.l)

(A.7)
and the coordinates of environmental variable} by thej-th row
of the matrix
(A.S)
The pre- and post-multiplication factors involving y + + and
(I- A) in Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) are not essential for the biplot;
they are included to obtain the scaling used in DECORANA
(Hill, 1979, section 4.5). In Hill's scaling the coordinates of the
sites are weighted averages of the species coordinates and the
(weighted) variance of the coordinates of species present at a site
is equal to 1 on average. Hill's scaling is used in Fig. 2.

Hence,
(A.2)
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